SMART Inspector
The professional inspection solution for any scaffolding business

The SMART Inspector app
key features:



Plan inspections in advance
to improve efficiency



No need to fill in paper
forms anymore!



Simple to use on site, even if
there is no mobile signal



Capture photos of any
defects



Allows you to raise unsafe
scaffold reports effortlessly



Captures customer
signatures on site using your
device, no chasing around
afterwards



Automatically schedules
inspection reports to be
emailed to customers



Easy to use web console
with clear reports for
managers



Automatically uploads a
record of each handover and
inspection to the cloud



Runs on Apple and Android
tablets and smart phones



Prove, at a glance, that all
your past inspections were
carried out on time and
keep the HSE at bay

Manage your inspections efficiently!
The Work at Height Regulations 2005 requires records of weekly
scaffold inspections by a qualified person. The records are a legal
requirement on the scaffold user / hirer. Streamlining the process of
inspecting and decommissioning scaffolding structures with a new
inspection smart phone app based upon the latest cloud technology
makes recording inspections and sharing reports simple.
Save on paperwork
The time and effort it takes to scan, file and send out reports can be
dramatically slashed as there’s no need for paper forms. No more lost
reports as everything is automatically saved in the cloud on secure
servers. Retrieving reports couldn’t be simpler with our
user friendly desktop web console.
Instant reports
Not only can you set up the system so that each
inspection is automatically emailed to your client,
you also have instant access to the information.
You can see which inspections are due, which
inspections passed, which failed and crucially
which inspections passed and which failed.

Call +44 (0)1202 603031
sales@smartscaffolder.com
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